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We present a simple and effective approach for dispersion of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into

liquid crystals (LCs), suitable for a wide range of CNT concentrations (60.1 wt.%). It consists

in doping of LC+CNT suspensions with Laponite, which shows high affinity to the nano-

tubes. The organo-modified Laponite platelets surround CNTs and hamper their aggrega-

tion. At the same time, they do not hinder orientational ordering of CNTs imposed by LC

matrix. This approach avoids problems of direct organo-modification of CNTs, associated

with worsening of their unique properties. The increased dispersion degree results in dras-

tic changes in dielectric and electro-optical characteristics of the suspensions. Dispersing

and insulating effects of the Laponite platelets on CNTs lead to the absence of classical per-

colation of conductivity, linear growth of dielectric constant with CNT concentration, as

well as reduction of Frederiks threshold and significant growth of contrast ratio of the

E7+CNTs suspensions.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Enormous interest to carbon nanotubes (CNTs), observed over

the last two decades, is mainly caused by large anisotropy of

the physical properties of these objects associated with

extraordinarily large anisotropy of their shape (the length-

to-diameter ratio of the tubes is, typically, 500–1000). CNTs

are characterized by high mechanical strength in the tube

axis combined with flexibility in transversal direction, and

large anisotropy of electric and thermal conductivity, reach-

ing values typical for metals or semiconductors in the axial

direction. Besides, CNTs demonstrate high chemical resis-

tance. Due to these properties, CNTs are distinguished as ad-

vanced materials for various potential applications, such as
energy storage and conversion, displays, nano-scale electron-

ics, nano-sensors for chemical and biological molecules, arti-

ficial muscles, etc. [1,2].

For many of these applications the nanotubes are required

to be aligned. In particular, the alignment of CNTs is a key is-

sue in nanoelectronics, field emitters and sensors. The align-

ment can be achieved by directional growth of nanotubes [3]

or orienting action on the ensembles of synthesized tubes

with the help of external fields (electric or magnetic field,

mechanical stress, etc.) [4,5]. The other approach exploits

ability of anisotropic nanoobjects spontaneously organize

into liquid crystalline ordering, being in a colloidal state

6–8]. However, the research aimed at the large scale align-

ment of nanotubes using these methods is in its infancy.
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Essentially other idea, which is recently actively explored,

is to disperse CNTs in anisotropic organic matrixes. Different

self-assembling materials, such as surfactants, block

copolymers, and liquid crystals (LCs), have been tested as

organic hosts for CNTs. Among them, the LC hosts character-

ized by long-range orientational order show special promise

[9,10]. They allow one to attain oriented ensembles of

nanotubes of macroscopic scale. This alignment can be

patterned and driven by external fields. Finally, by removing

the LC, orientationally ordered structures of pure CNTs can

be obtained [11].

The other reason for interest in LC+CNT suspensions is the

possibility to improve dielectric characteristics and electro-

optic response of LC layers in displays and other devices;

reduction of switching voltage [12] and response time [13],

elimination of image sticking [14] and back flows [15] have

been described in literature. These results give an interesting

hint to further improvement of LC electro-optic devices [16].

The problem that hinders attaining of the mentioned ben-

efits is insufficient dispersion of CNTs. Giant aspect ratio

along with high flexibility of CNTs leads to a high degree of

their entanglement. Due to great length (�1–10 lm) of CNTs,

the integral interaction energy of two neighboring CNTs is

extremely large (ECNT–CNT �103 eV), despite the fact that nano-

tubes interact via weak van der Waals forces. Because of these

factors, CNTs bundle and cluster together in disordered

agglomerates. It drastically deteriorates the beneficial effects

anticipated from single nanotubes. Agglomeration weakens

anisotropic properties of CNTs, their integration in LC

matrices and optical uniformity of LC layers. Thus, orienta-

tional ordering of CNTs and actual improvement of properties

of LC layers after their doping by CNTs become possible

if the problem of strong aggregation of the nanotubes is

overcome.

The approaches to improvement of dispersing of CNTs in

LC hosts known today can be conventionally divided into

physical and chemical. The physical approaches include

optimization of LC materials and mixing conditions [17],

in situ electro-hydrodynamic (EHD) dispergation [18,19] and

debundling of CNTs in high electric fields [20]. The chemical

approaches involve chemical attaching of various fragments

to CNTs via covalent bonding [21], p–p stacking interaction

[22], etc. All of these approaches have certain limitations.

For example, the EHD dispergation is applicable only to

LC+CNT suspensions, where intensive EHD flows can be

initiated. The nanotube dissociation in a high electric field

carries high risk of electric breakdown. In turn, chemical

modification of the surface of CNTs affects the extended p

systems, responsible for the unique properties of these

particles. Thus, despite the variety of approaches, the

problem of obtaining highly dispersed and stable

suspensions of CNTs in LC is not completely resolved and

remains topical.

In this work, we have applied an essentially new approach.

It implies assistance of CNT dispersion by nanoparticles of

another type. This principle has been known for more than

10 years, since Tohver et al. observed the remarkable stabiliz-

ing effect of highly charged nanoparticles on colloidal spheres

dispersed in water [23]. The nanoparticles formed a kind of

halo around the spheres (haloing effect) preventing their
coagulation. This approach proved to be quite effective for

CNT suspensions. The stabilizing agents, most frequently

used for nanotubes, are inorganic platelets (IP) showing high

affinity to CNTs. In particular, it was shown that CNTs can

be easily deroped in an aqueous solution by addition of ZrP

[24] or Laponite [25] nanoplatelets. The stabilizing effect of

IP was also clearly observed for polymer suspensions of CNTs

[24,26–29]. In many cases, combination of CNTs and IP re-

sulted in a synergistic effect on mechanical, electrical, flame

retardation and other properties of polymers.

The aim of our research is to adapt this approach to sta-

bilization of nanotubes in a liquid crystal. Previously, we

tried to achieve this by doping the LC+CNT suspensions

with organically modified particles of natural clays (mont-

morillonite (MMT)). However, the results appeared quite

ambiguous and highly dependent on the origin of the clay

minerals [30]. In the present research, we apply a synthetic

clay Laponite (Lap) as a stabilizing agent, mainly because of

two reasons. Firstly, the synthetic particles have identical

chemical content and structure, which are well controlled

in the course of synthesis. Secondly, the size of Laponite

platelets is much smaller than the size of MMT platelets

(�25 nm vs. �10 lm), and thus is comparable to the trans-

versal dimension of nanotubes. We demonstrate that dis-

pergation of CNTs in a nematic LC highly improves in the

presence of a small amount of organically modified Lapo-

nite that radically changes the dielectric and electro-optical

properties of E7+CNT suspensions.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The dispersing medium in this research was LC E7 from

Merck, as a well characterized and the most frequently

used LC material in the study of LC–CNT composites. It is

a eutectic mixture of three cyanobiphenyl and one cyanotri-

phenyl compounds with the nematic-to-isotropic transition

at 58 �C. At room temperature, the dielectric constants of

this mixture in the directions parallel and perpendicular

to the LC director are �‚ = 19 and �? = 5.2, respectively. As

CNTs we utilized the multi-walled carbon nanotubes from

Spetsmash Ltd. (Kyiv, Ukraine), produced from ethylene by

the chemical vapor deposition method [31]. Typically, these

CNTs had an outer diameter 20–40 nm, while their length

ranged from 5 to 10 lm. The specific electric conductivity

r of the powder of compressed CNTs was about 10 S cm�1.

The synthetic clay used in this work was Laponite from

Rockwood Additives Ltd., U.K. Its formula is Na0.7[(Si8Mg5.5

Li0.4)O20(OH)4]. It is a powder, in which the disc-like nano-

plates of the clay are packed into stacks. The thickness

and diameter of these discs are about 1 nm and 25–30 nm,

respectively. The faces of disks have a constant negative

charge, while the surface charge of their edges is pH-

dependent and positive in acidic medium [32]. As described

elsewhere [29], the platelets of original Laponite were

modified by ion-exchange reactions with the surfactant

cetyl-trimethylammonium-bromide (CTAB, C16H33–N(CH3)3Br,

Fluka, Germany) with 99.5% purity. The resultant material will

be further called the organomodified Laponite (LapO).
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2.2. Preparation of samples

LCs filled with CNTs, LapO or their hybrid mixtures were

obtained by adding appropriate weights of CNTs

(C = 0.025–0.5 wt.%) and LapO (0.1 wt.%) to E7 at N = 60 �C with

subsequent 10 min sonication using a sonotrode ultrasonic

disperser at 22 kHz and 250 W. Then suspensions were

incubated at room temperature for 24 h, sonicated again for

2 min and loaded by capillary forces into the cells. The loaded

particles practically did not affect the temperature Tc of the

nematic-isotropic phase transition of E7 (DTc < 0.2�).
The cells for electro-optical and most of dielectric

measurements were made from glass substrates, containing

patterned ITO electrodes and aligning layers of polyimide

AL3046 (JSR, Japan) for planar alignment. To determine

anisotropy of dielectric constant, the substrates for homeo-

tropic alignment were additionally prepared. They contained

the layer of polyimide SE1211 (Nissan, Japan). The polyimide

layers were obtained by spin coating technique, properly

backed and rubbed by a fleecy cloth in order to provide a

uniform planar alignment of LC in the field-off state. The cells

were assembled so that the rubbing directions of the opposite

aligning layers were antiparallel or perpendicular, thus the

antiparallel or twisted cells were obtained. The antiparallel

cells were further used in dielectric studies, while the twisted

cells were used for electro-optic measurements. The cell gap d

was maintained by 20 lm glass spacers.

2.3. Methods

The alignment uniformity in the cells was checked using a

light box equipped with two polarizers. The microstructure

of the samples was studied using the optical polarization

microscope Polam L-213 M, equipped by digital camera conju-

gated with personal computer. The black and white micro-

scopic images were analyzed using Hoshen–Kopelman

algorithm [33] to determine the mean radius of aggregates

rm and their size distribution f(r).

The dielectric studies were conducted by oscilloscopic

method [34]. The resistance and capacitance of the LC cells

were experimentally measured in a wide frequency range,

f = 10�1�106 Hz, and used for calculation of real e 0 and imag-

inary e00 parts of complex dielectric constant e* = e 0�ie00. The

frequency dependences of e 0 and e00 were plotted and the

frequency range 10 < f < 105 Hz free of any relaxation pro-

cesses was selected for further evaluation of permittivity

e 0 and conductivity r values corresponding to the volume

part of samples. Defining values of a dielectric constant in

homeotropically and planar aligned samples, respectively

�0‚ and �0?, the value of dielectric anisotropy D�0 ¼ �0‚ � �0?
was obtained. The AC conductivity r was estimated from

the formula r = 2p2e0e00f, where e0 is the electric permittivity

of free space.

The electro-optical measurements were carried out using

the setup described in [35]. In these experiments, the trans-

mittance T, of the twist cells, placed between two parallel

polarizers, was measured as a function of the applied AC volt-

age U (f = 2 kHz) ramped up from 0 to 30 V. The cells were

operated in a waveguide regime (the Mauguin’s regime) [36],
so that polarization of the testing light followed the LC direc-

tor, which experienced rotation in 90�. The electro-optic con-

trast CR was calculated on the basis of T(U) curve, according

to formula CR = Ts/T0, where T0 and Ts are the transmittance

values in the initial and saturated states, respectively. Also,

the threshold voltage of electric switching (Frederiks’s thresh-

old) was estimated as the voltage corresponding to the trans-

mittance value T0 + 0.1(Ts�T0).

The alignment of CNTs in the LC matrix was analyzed by

measuring polarized Raman spectra of the suspensions. The

spectra were recorded in the range 100–3000 cm�1 by using

Renishaw inVia micro-Raman spectrometer. The measure-

ments were carried out at room temperature in a backscatter-

ing geometry by sample excitation at 632.8 nm with He–Ne

laser. The laser beam was focused on the suspension layer

by using long-focus objective ·20. Two cases were analyzed:

when polarizations of both waves were parallel to the director

of LC (pp geometry) and when both polarizations were per-

pendicular to the director (oo geometry).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microscopic structure

At the beginning, Laponite was optimized for its effective dis-

persion in LC. In agreement with [37], we observed that neat

Laponite poorly exfoliates in nematic LCs and exists in a form

of pretty large grains (tens of microns by size). These grains

effectively aggregate, grow and percolate with increasing

Lap concentration. To promote exfoliation of Laponite stacks

and stabilize the Lap platelets formed, the Laponite was mod-

ified with ionic surfactant CTAB. The obtained organo-modi-

fied Laponite (LapO) dispersed very well in nematic LCs up

to concentration of 0.2 wt.% (Fig. S1).

This LapO sample was further used to prepare ternary

mixtures LC+CNT+LapO, based on nematic LC E7 from

Merck, different amounts of CNT (0.025–0.5 wt.%) and fixed

amount of LapO (0.1 wt.%). As reference samples, we stud-

ied E7+CNT (0.025–0.5 wt.%) and E7+LapO (0.1 wt.%) suspen-

sions and pure LC E7. The mixtures were filled in the LC

cells with planar anchoring, provided by rubbed PI layers.

Generally, the planar alignment was maintained in all sam-

ples. The E7+LapO samples demonstrated high alignment

uniformity comparable with pure E7 samples and no essen-

tial LapO particle aggregates. However, the alignment uni-

formity worsened in E7+CNT and E7+CNT+LapO

suspensions due to director perturbation in the vicinity of

nanoparticle aggregates. This worsening was enhanced with

concentration of CNTs due to increasing size and number

of CNT aggregates (Fig. 1).

The size distributions and mean radii of CNT aggregates,

determined by cluster analysis of the images of Fig. 1, are pre-

sented in Fig. 2.

According to Fig. 2, increase in CNT concentration results

in broadening of the size distribution of CNT aggregates and

growth of the mean size of aggregates in the transversal

direction. The latter process is especially pronounced for

the E7+CNT series. In this case, the steep growth starts at

about C = 0.1 wt.% where the size of aggregates is comparable



Fig. 1 – Microscopic pictures of the layers of (a) E7+CNT and (b) E7+CNT+LapO (0.1 wt.%) suspensions. Concentration of CNTs

in the samples 1, 2, 3 and 4 is 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.3 wt.%, respectively. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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to the cell thickness d = 20 lm and reaches hundreds of mi-

crons at C P 0.3 wt.%. Finally, at C > 0.3%, the bulky aggre-

gates overlap forming the geometrical percolation network

that spans throughout the sample.

For the E7+CNT+LapO series the structural evolution is dif-

ferent. In this case, the size of CNT aggregates becomes essen-

tial only at C P 0.1 wt.%, but the network structure of the

aggregates is not formed even at C = 0.3 wt.% (Fig. 1). The dif-

ference in the structure of E7+CNTs and E7+CNTs+LapO sus-

pensions is particularly striking in the range of C < 0.05 wt.%,

where CNTs in the LapO-assisted suspensions are practically

in disaggregated form. It should be noted that the value

0.05 wt.% is about one order of magnitude higher than the va-

lue of C typical for the diluted E7+CNTs suspensions com-

monly used by researchers. Consequently, this result

suggests a promising way to stabilize CNTs in a LC, which is
Fig. 2 – (a) The size distribution functions of CNT aggregates

for E7+CNT and E7+CNT+LapO suspensions with different

proportions of CNTs and LapO: (1) 0.05 wt.% CNT, (2)

0.05 wt.% CNT+0.1 wt.% LapO, (3) 0.1 wt.% CNT, and (4)

0.1 wt.% CNT+0.1 wt.% LapO. Inset shows the mean radius

of the CNT aggregates rm versus concentration of CNTs, C. (A

colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
efficient for rather broad concentration range of the

nanotubes.

Strong disintegration of CNTs in the presence of LapO

platelets is easily explained in terms of the haloing effect.

This effect is realized in our system because the intermediate

LapO particles exhibit high affinity for both components of

LC–CNT suspensions. Good affinity of organically modified

clay particles for LC leads to the fact that the stacks of Lapo-

nite effectively exfoliate in LC releasing big numbers of nano-

platelets [38]. A good affinity of LapO for CNTs implies strong

interactions between these particles having approximately

the same diameter [25]. Although the corresponding micro-

scopic mechanisms are not clear yet, it can be assumed that

the energy of this interaction is much higher than the energy

of the weak van der Waals interaction of nanotubes. Because
Fig. 3 – Schematic representation of the structure of CNT (1)

and LapO (2) particles in LC host.



Fig. 4 – Measured (symbols) and fitted (lines) conductivity vs.

CNT concentration curves for (a) E7–CNT and (b) E7–CNT–

LapO series, corresponding to temperature of 20 �C (curve 1)

and 80 �C (curve 2). The insets show the same curves in

double logarithmic scale to identify the percolation law (1).

In this case, the data corresponding to C = 0 (unfilled

symbols) are excluded from fitting process. It can be seen

that the r(C) curve for E7–CNT series is fitted well to the

power law (1), while the curve for the E7–CNT–LapO series is

essentially linear up to C = 0.3 wt.%. (A colour version of this

figure can be viewed online.)
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of this, LapO platelets surround the nanotubes destroying

bulky aggregates and splitting the nanotube bundles. The

resulting structure is illustrated in Fig. 3.

It is worthwhile mentioning limitations of the considered

approach. According to Fig. 2, at C = 0.5 wt.%, the sizes of

aggregates in the E7+CNT and E7+CNT+LapO suspensions be-

come comparable, providing evidence for a weaker stabilizing

effect of LapO. In supplementary studies, we tried to enhance

the stabilizing effect of LapO by increasing its concentration

to 0.5 wt.%. However, we did not observe substantial strength-

ening of disaggregation of CNTs at high concentrations of

LapO (C P 0.5 wt.%). Perhaps, this is due to supersaturation

of LC with LapO particles that restricts their complete exfoli-

ation. It is supported by observation of LapO stacks aggregat-

ing at this concentration (Fig. S1).

Finally, consider temporal stability of the samples. In

accordance with previous studies [39], aging of the E7+CNT

samples frequently resulted in gradual grow of the aggregates

of CNTs and changing of electro-optic response. Long-term

experiments with E7+CNTs+LapO suspensions did not reveal

such changes at least over 3 months period.

3.2. Dielectric properties

In the following we clarified manifestation of the improved

dispersion of CNTs in physical properties of the suspensions.

In dielectric studies, we analyzed dielectric spectra of the

samples focusing mainly on the frequency range correspond-

ing to the processes of polarization and conduction in the

bulk of the sample (range B in Fig. S6). In this range, there

are no relaxation processes, thus the dielectric constant e 0

and the electrical conductivity r are independent of the

frequency.

The r(C) curves for the E7–CNT and E7–CNT–LapO compos-

ites are presented in Fig. 4. It is evident that the effect of CNTs

on the conductivity of E7 and E7+LapO (0.1 wt.%) samples is

essentially different. In the case of E7, increasing CNT con-

centration results in a sharp increase of conductivity in more

than one order of magnitude and, subsequently, its satura-

tion. Qualitatively, this behavior agrees well with that estab-

lished earlier for the LC–CNT systems [35]. It is typical for

electrical percolation to be described by a scaling equation

[40]

r ¼ aðc� ccÞt ð1Þ

where cc is the critical concentration and t is the transport in-

dex. The r(C) curves for E7–CNT series obey this law very well

(inset in Fig. 4a). The least-square fitting of these curves to the

equation (1) yields Cc 6 0.003 wt.% and t = 0.5–0.6.

First of all, note that r(c) dependences are essentially sub-

linear (t < 1). The obtained values of t are smaller than theo-

retical values for 3d (t = 2 [40]) and even 2d (t = 4/3 [41,42])

random percolation, which is more probable for our case. This

may be caused by limitations of general percolation theory

neglecting orientational order typical for LCs. Besides, lower-

ing of the transport index t can be stipulated by solvation of

CNTs with polar molecules of LC E7. This process affects elec-

trical contacts between the nanotubes and thus hinders their

percolation. As shown in Fig. 1, at moderate concentrations of

CNTs, the nanotube aggregates are rather loose and consist of
smaller formations surrounded by LC. Increasing of C leads to

denser packing of CNTs that reduces the distance between

the nanotubes and thus improves the number and the quality

of electrical contacts between them. Owing to this, the perco-

lation of conductivity lags behind the geometrical (visible)

percolation at increasing concentrations of nanotubes. Solva-

tion strengthens the role of the ionic mechanism of conduc-

tivity, typical for a LC host, characterized by sublinear

dependence of conductivity on ion concentration [36]. The

ion sources in our samples are nanoparticles. Really, the con-

ductivity of E7 jumps with the introduction of a minute

amount of CNTs and/or LapO due to an increase in the con-

centration of ions, which desorb from the surface of the

particles.

A very small value of the critical concentration Cc is due to

the small distance between the electrodes (d = 20 lm), which

is comparable to the length of the CNTs (5–10 lm). It means

that the channels of high conductivity, associated with the

CNTs (individual CNTs and their aggregates), start to form

in the direction perpendicular to the composite layer at a very



Fig. 5 – Measured (symbols) and fitted (lines) permittivity vs.

CNT concentration curves for (a) E7–CNTs and (b) E7–CNT–

LapO series, corresponding to temperature 20 �C (curve 1)

and 80 �C (curve 2). The insets in case (a) shows the same

curves in double logarithmic scale to demonstrate the

percolation law (1). In this case, the data corresponding to

C = 0 (unfilled symbols) are excluded from the fitting

process. It can be seen that the e 0(C) curve for E7–CNT series

can be satisfactorily fitted to the power law (1); C 6 0.003,

p = 0.16–0.21. In contrast, the linear fitting is appropriate in

the case (b). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed

online.)
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low concentration of CNTs. In turn, the geometrical network

in the plane of the composite layer, which is visible in polar-

izing microscope (Fig. 1), gets formed at considerably higher

concentration of CNTs, Cc > 0.1 wt.%. This is due to the fact

that the size of the aggregates in the plane of the layer is prac-

tically unlimited, in contrast to the perpendicular direction,

where the size is limited by the thickness of the cell. Thus,

the aggregates formed in our cells are largely two-dimen-

sional. One can also conclude that electric conductivity and

optical microscopy data reflect percolation of CNTs in differ-

ent directions.

In big contrast to E7+CNT samples, the r(c) curves for

E7+CNT+LapO series do not obey the percolation low (1). In-

stead, they are essentially linear up to C = 0.3 wt.% (Fig. 4b).

In view of haloing effect, elimination of conductivity perco-

lation is caused by low rate of aggregation of CNTs. More-

over, the dielectric platelets of LapO surrounding

nanotubes prevent electrical contacts between them. In this

situation, ionic conductivity mechanism, characterized by

linear dependence of conductivity on ion concentration, be-

comes dominating.

It should be noted that such character of r(c) curves in E7–

CNT–LapO composites was observed against the background

of sharply increased conductivity (by about two orders of

magnitude compared with pure LC). The reasons for this are

being studied. But tentatively we believe that this is primarily

due to water absorbed by Laponite, which is mainly trapped

between the platelets in the stacks [43]. This water can not

be effectively removed by a deep freezing in vacuum, used

in our research as a drying method [29]. The matter is the con-

ventional high temperature drying can not be applied to LapO

powders, because of risk of structural changes. During exfoli-

ation of LapO stacks the trapped water is released in LC.

According to [44], the dissolved water dissociates and pro-

motes dissociation of other impurities that is a main factor

of increasing of ionic conductivity. The other factor could be

the charge migration along the surface of the network of LapO

particles, which may be quite essential at LapO concentration

of 0.1 wt.% [30].

The e 0(c) dependences are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen

that e 0 monotonically grows with C and increases by almost

two times with addition of 0.5 wt.% of CNTs. This trend is

consistent with the earlier results indicating the increase of

LC permittivity with the addition of a minute amount of CNTs

[45]. The growth of e 0 was observed in both nematic and iso-

tropic phases indicating that it is mainly due to the contribu-

tion of the polarizability of nanotubes rather than disturbance

of LC orientation by the particles and their aggregates. The

e 0(C) curve for the E7–CNT series can be satisfactorily fitted

to the percolation law (1) that supports collective polarization

mode of nanotubes at C > Cc.

In contrast, the e 0(C) curve for the E7–CNT–LapO series

(Fig. 5b) in the studied range of CNT concentrations is linear,

which indicates that this series is far from percolation. In

view of this fact, the e’(C) curve can be fitted to Maxwell–Wag-

ner mixing equation:

�0 ¼ �0LC þ Kc ð2Þ

derived in the C<<1 approximation [46]. Here, K is a constant

combining permittivity of LC, e0LC, and CNT, e0CNT. Formula (2)
predicts linear dependence of e 0 on C, which is in full accor-

dance with the result for the E7–CNT–LapO series. In turn,

the e 0(C) curves for the E7–CNT series, where the percolation

point is quickly achieved, can be satisfactorily fitted to a lin-

ear function only at their initial growing stage (C < 0.1 wt.%,

Fig. 5a).

Comparing data for dielectric constant in the cells with

planar and homeotropic anchoring, the dielectric anisotropy

De 0 was estimated. Fig. S7 shows that De 0 increases with con-

centration of CNTs that indicates partial orientational order-

ing of the tubes in LC [9]. The same trend is observed for

the samples containing Laponite. This conclusion is consis-

tent with the formation of anisotropic aggregates and their

partial ordering at a low concentration of nanotubes (Fig. 1a,

picture 1). The discrepancy observed at high concentrations

of nanotubes is apparently due to the fact that, unlike the

large aggregates visible in microscope, small aggregates and

individual nanotubes are well integrated in LC order.



Fig. 6 – Raman spectra of (a) CNTs, (b) LC E7 and (c) E7+CNT

(0.1 wt.%)+LapO (0.1 wt.%) composite. In cases (b) and (c), the

spectra are presented for ee and oo geometry. The inset in

Fig. 6c shows magnified part of the spectra marked by

rectangle. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed

online.)
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Finally we note that the addition of Laponite also changes

the dielectric properties at low frequencies, determined by

the near-electrode layers. For the sake of brevity, we do not

consider here these effects in detail. Yet, we note that, as in

the bulk of the composites, the addition of Laponite leads to

a weakening of percolation of CNTs, resulting in a moderate

decrease in the efficiency of shunting of the near-electrode

layers with the tubes [35], as well as in accelerating the

near-electrode dielectric relaxation (Fig. S8).

3.3. Raman spectroscopy studies

As one of the most popular techniques of CNTs characteriza-

tion, Raman spectroscopy was involved for independent veri-

fication of the orientational ordering of the nanotubes in the

LC matrix [47,48]. The measured spectra of CNTs and LC E7

are shown, respectively in Fig. 6a and b. The spectrum of LC

E7 demonstrates four pronounced picks, which are practically

identical to the picks of LC 5CB, main component of the

nematic mixture E7 [47]. The most intensive band is at

1606 cm�1 and corresponds to CAC stretch of aromatic rings.

The other three bands centered at 1180, 1282 and 2228 cm�1

correspond to CAH in-plane deformation, CAC stretching of

biphenyl link and C„N vibrations.

In the spectrum of nanotubes three intense bands are

detected. G band at 1578 cm�1 is typical for graphite-like

materials and characterizes planar vibrations of carbon

atoms in sp2 sites. The band G 0 centered at 2650 cm�1 is

indicative for graphene structures, and the band D at

1330 cm�1 is associated with some disorder to graphene

structure, irregularities between the walls of multi-walled

CNTs and inside the aggregated CNT bundles [49]. Character-

istic peaks of LapO are not discussed here, since they do not

appear in the Raman spectra of the LC+CNT+LapO compos-

ites (Fig. S9).

The problem of detecting of CNTs in the composites was

that the Raman bands of the tubes well overlapped with the

bands of LC E7 (Fig. 6). To enhance signal from CNTs, their

concentration in the composites was set at 0.1 wt.% that cor-

responded to maximal value for which effective dispergation

was detected. Besides, thickness of LC cells was increased to

50 lm.

Raman spectra of the E7+CNT+LapO composite measured

in the ee and oo geometries are presented in Fig. 6c. In these

spectra, along with the intense bands of E7, weak reflexes of

CNTs can be detected. The most pronounced of them is the

band D at 1330 cm�1, which is fortunately not shaded by the

neighboring band at 1282 cm�1 related to LC host. It is worth-

while mentioning that one cannot see clearly the band G,

used in [47] for detecting the alignment of CNTs. Apparently,

this is due to different intensity of this band for single-walled

CNTs [47] and multi-walled CNTs used in our study. In this re-

gard, the band D was selected as indicator of alignment of

CNTs. One can see that along with the spectral bands corre-

sponding to E7, the band D shows a pronounced dichroism.

Similar result was obtained for the composites without LapO

particles. This additionally confirms orientational ordering of

CNTs in the LC+CNT and LC+CNT+LapO composites, earlier

detected in dielectric studies. At the same time, comparison

of Raman spectra for pure LC and the LC loaded with CNT
and/or LapO particles shows that the dichroism of the LC

bands falls with addition of the particles. It indicates some

distortion of LC alignment in the vicinity of nanoparticles’

aggregates.

3.4. Electro-optical properties

Changes in the structure of LC–CNT composites are also re-

flected in the electro-optical characteristics. Fig. 7 presents

transmittance vs. applied voltage curves for pure E7, E7–

CNT (0.1 wt.%) and E7–CNT (0.1 wt.%)-LapO (0.1 wt.%) sam-

ples. Especially clear difference is observed in the saturation

values of transmittance.



Fig. 7 – Transmittance vs. voltage curves for the E7 (1), E7–

CNT (0.1 wt.%) (2) and E7–CNT (0.1 wt.%)-LapO (0.1 wt.%) (3)

samples. The inset demonstrates contrast ratio vs. CNT

concentration curves for the E7–CNTs (1) and E7–CNTs–LapO

(2) series. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed

online.)
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This value essentially falls down for the E7–CNT sample

compared with pure E7, but approaches the E7 value again

by adding LapO particles. Accordingly, the switching contrast,

considered as a ratio of saturation, Ts, and initial, T0, values of

transmittance T, is essentially higher for the suspension of

CNTs assisted by Laponite. Generally, the change of switching

contrast with concentration of CNTs for the LapO-containing

series is considerably weaker than for its E7–CNT counterpart

(inset to Fig. 7). These features are directly connected to struc-

tural changes. The contrast falls down with the addition of

CNTs due to absorption of testing light by bulky CNT

aggregates.

This effect is much weaker for the LapO-assisted suspen-

sions, because the LapO platelets promote disintegration of

CNTs. Individual CNTs and their small aggregates are not

such serious obstacles for the testing light as large aggregates

in the E7+CNT suspensions. Finally, we detected inessential

decrease in Frederiks’s threshold (DUF�0.1 V) in the LapO-

containing samples. This is apparently due to the influence

on the double electric layers of LC cell, through the ion redis-

tribution between the LC and nanoparticles, as in the respec-

tive two-component suspensions LC–CNT [12] and LC-clay

platelets [50].

4. Concluding remarks and prospects

The effect of nanoparticles of organically modified Laponite

on dispersion ability of multiwalled carbon nanotubes in a

nematic liquid crystal is investigated. It is found that intro-

duction of a small amount (0.1 wt.%) of LapO platelets in a

E7+CNT suspension leads to radical improvement of the dis-

persion of CNTs in a rather wide range of their concentrations

(C < 0.1 wt.%). Due to intensive exfoliation and dispersion in a

LC, as well as high affinity to CNTs, the LapO platelets sur-

round the nanotubes and promote their disaggregation. As a

result, only fine aggregates of CNTs are detected in the

E7+CNT+LapO suspensions. It is proved that the dispersed
nanotubes in these suspensions adopt orientational order of

LC matrix.

The enhanced dispersion of CNTs and haloing of them by

insulating LapO platelets results in essential changes in

dielectric properties of the E7+CNT suspensions. In particular,

it eliminates the percolation behavior of conductivity and

determines a linear growth of the effective permittivity of

the composite with CNT concentration. Furthermore, the

LapO-assisted E7+CNT suspensions demonstrate consider-

ably improved electro-optic characteristics, such as better

switching contrast and reduced threshold voltage. We believe

that the proposed approach is also effective for obtaining

highly dispersed states of nanotubes in other types of ther-

motropic and lyotropic LCs, as well as reactive mesogens,

thereby promoting adjustment and diversification of proper-

ties of such materials for various optical, electro-optical and

electronic applications.

At the same time, it is worthwhile mentioning shortcom-

ings of Laponite as the promoter of dispergation of CNTs in

LCs. The major problem is that adding of Laponite to LC leads

to essential increase of conductivity. It is not essentially for

optical applications, but can be a problem in case of some

electro-optical and especially electronic applications. In view

of this, our further studies will be focused on the search of

other types of nanoparticles, demonstrating high affinity to

CNTs and pronounced haloing effect in liquid crystals, in

combination with weak effect on the LC conductivity. Recent

studies point to several types of particles potentially useful

for this purpose [8,51,52].
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